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Abstract—Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) acting as flying
base stations (FlyBSs) are considered as an efficient tool to
enhance the capacity of future mobile networks and to facilitate
the communication in emergency cases. These benefits are,
however, conditioned by an efficient control of the FlyBSs and
management of radio resources. In this paper, we propose a
novel solution jointly selecting the optimal clusters of an arbitrary
number of the users served at the same time-frequency resources
by means of non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), allocating
the optimal transmission power to each user, and determining
the position of the FlyBS. This joint problem is constrained
with the FlyBS’s propulsion power consumed for flying and
with a continuous guarantee of a minimum required capacity
to each mobile user. The goal is to enhance the duration of a
communication coverage in NOMA defined as the time interval
within which the FlyBS always provides the minimum required
capacity to all users. The proposed solution clusters the users
and allocates the transmission power of the FlyBS to the users
efficiently so that the communication coverage provided by the
FlyBSs is extended by 67%–270% comparing to existing solutions
while the propulsion power is not increased.

Index Terms—Flying base station, non-orthogonal multiple
access, user clustering, transmission power, mobile users, mobile
networks, 6G.

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) acting as flying base
stations (FlyBSs) provide a promising way to address various
concerns and challenges in the future mobile networks. Due
to a high mobility, the FlyBSs present exclusive features,
such as adaptability to the network topology and to the
actual users’ requirements, in comparison to conventional
static base stations [1]. These advantages make the FlyBSs an
efficient solution for multiple practical applications including
surveillance and monitoring [2], [3], data traffic management
[4], emergency missions [5], network coverage enhancement
[6], [7], data gathering from IoT devices [8], or improving
users’ quality of service [1], [9], [10].

A critical and limiting aspect in the networks with FlyBSs
is a power consumption. In [11], an efficient positioning of the
FlyBSs is proposed to maximize the number of covered users
while reducing the transmission power in orthogonal multiple
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access (OMA) network. However, the power consumption due
to movement of the FlyBS (denoted as propulsion power)
is not considered. Furthermore, the problem of a throughput
improvement in the OMA-based mobile networks with FlyBSs
is addressed in [12]. Then, in [13], the authors maximize
the throughput via a positioning of the FlyBS in the mobile
networks with OMA. However, neither the transmission nor
the propulsion power consumption is considered in [12] and
[13]. In [14] and [15], the power consumption of the FlyBS
serving moving users is optimized and a joint power control
and FlyBS’s positioning is provided for the networks with
OMA.

Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is considered
as a promising technique in future mobile networks [16].
NOMA provides a high spectral efficiency by including
a superposition coding at a transmitter and a successive-
interference-cancellation (SIC) decoding at a receiver [17].
Thus, NOMA enables to group users into clusters and
serve all users in one cluster at the same time-frequency
resources with a separation in a power domain [18].
Consequently, NOMA potentially increases throughput and
spectral efficiency comparing to OMA [1], [17], [19], [20].

Key challenges related to NOMA include fairness control
[21], [22], throughput improvement [23], resource allocation
[24], [25], [26], [27], [28], network coverage [29], and
pairing (or clustering) of the users served at the same time-
frequency resources [24], [30]. These key challenges are
even emphasized and extended when NOMA is integrated to
the networks with FlyBSs [16]. For example, the clustering
schemes developed for the networks with the static base
stations consider instantaneous gains of the users’ channels as
a criteria to find the users’ clustering in [24], [30]. However,
such approach is not suitable for the networks with the FlyBS,
as the next position of the FlyBS is determined based on the
current pairing/clustering, while the selected clustering of the
users is based on the current position of the FlyBS. Hence, the
solutions designed for the static base stations are not suitable
for the FlyBSs.

In [31], the problem of optimizing the FlyBS’s altitude,
antenna beamwidth, and transmission power allocation is
investigated to maximize the sum capacity in a multiuser
NOMA network. However, the problem of the user’s
pairing/clustering is not investigated, as the authors assume
the users are already (beforehand) paired into fixed clusters.

Furthermore, in [32], the authors investigate the coverage



in a network with two static users served by the FlyBS.
The authors provide a combination of NOMA and OMA
transmission to reduce an outage probability of the users.
However, the positioning (trajectory) of the FlyBS is not
optimized. Then, in [29], the authors determine the altitude
of the FlyBS serving also only two static users in the network
with NOMA to maximize Jain’s fairness index. The paper [29]
is extended in [23] by a power allocation and a determination
of the FlyBS’s altitude to maximize the sum capacity of two
static users. Nevertheless, the x and y coordinates of the FlyBS
are fixed. Thus, the flexibility in a spatial deployment offered
by the FlyBSs is not fully exploited. In [33], the authors
provide a resource allocation for NOMA with the FlyBS to
maximize the throughput in a scenario with, again, only two
static users. Then, in [34], the authors focus on a problem
of the sum capacity maximization via the transmission power
allocation and the FlyBS’s trajectory optimization in a hybrid
network consisting of the FlyBS serving users via OMA and
a static base station serving the users via NOMA so that all
users served by the static base station are in one cluster. In
[35], a joint FlyBS positioning and the transmission power
allocation is targeted to improve the sum capacity of the users
that are all grouped into just one cluster. Since there is only
one cluster of the users considered in [23], [29], [32], [33],
[34], [35], the problem of the users’ pairing/clustering is not
addressed by any of these works.

In [18], a heuristic solution for a joint user clustering
and positioning of the FlyBS is proposed to increase the
sum capacity. The user clustering for NOMA is limited
to only two users (i.e., a pairing of the users) and its
generalization to the clustering of more than two users is not
straightforward. Moreover, the FlyBS’s power consumption is
not considered and the provided solution is sub-optimal and
loses performance as the number of users increases.

In [36], the authors target to guarantee a secure transmission
for static users served by the FlyBS in NOMA considering
also a simultaneous wireless information and power transfer
(SWIPT). Then, in [37] the authors provide a joint power
allocation, beamspace precoding, and FlyBS positioning to
maximize an energy efficiency in NOMA with the static users.
However, the problem of the propulsion power consumption
is addressed in neither [36] nor [37], as the FlyBS is assumed
to hover at a fixed position during the entire operation in these
papers.

To the best of our knowledge, the transmission power
optimization and the optimal clustering of an arbitrary number
of users for NOMA in the networks with FlyBSs is not
investigated in the literature. However, the problem of the
transmission power allocation should not be ignored, as
it directly affects the communication coverage in NOMA
provided by the FlyBSs. Due to the maximum transmission
power limit of any transmitter in real world application,
including the FlyBSs, the FlyBS might fail to satisfy the
minimum capacity required by the users if the transmission
power in NOMA is not managed and allocated to the users
properly. The guarantee of the minimum capacity is mandatory

in many real-time applications, such as assisted or autonomous
driving, or in emergency situations. Many works focus on
the transmission power optimization of the FlyBSs for a
variety of OMA scenarios, see e.g., [1], [9], [14]. However,
in NOMA, the transmission power becomes an even more
critical aspect, as adopting an inefficient clustering of the
users and power allocation can lead to a requirement on a
very high transmission power beyond the maximum allowed
transmission power of the FlyBS and to an inability to
guarantee the users’ required capacity.

In this paper, we propose a joint clustering of the users
for NOMA, optimal allocation of the transmission power
for NOMA, and optimal FlyBS’s positioning to enhance a
duration of the communication coverage in NOMA networks.
Moreover, we consider practical constraints on the FlyBS’s
speed, acceleration, and propulsion power consumption,
while continuously guaranteeing a minimum communication
capacity to each mobile user. The detailed contribution and
novelty presented in our paper are as follow:

• We express analytically the transmission power
consumption as a function of i) the user clustering
for NOMA, ii) the users’ minimum required downlink
capacity, and iii) the users’ relative locations with
respect to the FlyBS. Then, the minimum achievable
transmission power is expressed in terms of these
parameters.

• As a major contribution, we derive a low-complexity
analytical solution determining the optimum user
clustering for NOMA with an arbitrary number of users
in every cluster, and we determine the corresponding
position of the FlyBS to optimize the transmission power
allocation. This enables to increase the communication
coverage provided by the FlyBS while continuously
guaranteeing the minimum capacity required by the
mobile user.

• We also take the propulsion power consumption into
account to make the proposed solution efficient in terms
of a total power consumption and we propose a method
to control the propulsion power considering the speed and
acceleration limits of the FlyBSs.

• By simulations, we show that our proposed clustering of
the users for NOMA, transmission power allocation to the
users in the same NOMA cluster, and FlyBS’s positioning
significantly enhances the communication coverage in
NOMA provided by the FlyBS and we show that our
proposal is applicable also to a scenario with multiple
FlyBSs.

Note that this paper is an extension of our prior work [38],
where we outline a general idea of the transmission power
optimization for the FlyBS with NOMA and we provide initial
results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In Section
II, we present the system model and formulate the problem
of joint NOMA clustering, transmission power allocation,
and FlyBS’s positioning. The proposed solution is introduced



and thoroughly described in Section III. The performance of
the proposed solution and a comparison with state-of-the-
art solutions are discussed in Section IV. Last, Section V
concludes the paper and outlines future research directions.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section we first explain the model for the user
clustering and SIC decoding in the networks with NOMA
and with FlyBS, and we provide details about transmission
power modeling. Furthermore, we formulate the problem of
user clustering, power allocation, and FlyBS’s positioning.

A. System Model

We consider one FlyBS serving Nu mobile users U =
{u1, u2, . . . , uNu} in an area as shown in Fig. 1. The users
are moving in the same direction similar to, e.g., movement
of vehicles on a sub-urban/rural road or a highway. The
deployment of the FlyBS is a suitable solution in busy traffic or
traffic jam situations to improve the network performance, as
the conventional network is usually overloaded by many active
users located in a relatively small area with a limited network
coverage, (see, e.g., [39], [40]). Without loss of generality, we
assume the movement of the users is aligned with the x-axis
to simplify the notations and explanation of the idea. All Nu
users in the area communicate directly with the FlyBS. The
FlyBS and the users use single antenna, since the principle
of our proposed solution is independent of the number of
antennas. The proposed solution can be easily enhanced
towards MIMO, as the interference between different clusters
in MIMO is canceled by allocating orthogonal resources to
different clusters [41]. After the interference cancellation, our
solution can be directly applied to MIMO.

Let {X(t), Y (t), H(t)} denote the location of the FlyBS at
the time t. We assume that the altitude of the FlyBS is fixed
at H(t) = H as in many related works, see e.g., [15], [18],
[33], [36]. Note that we adopt this assumption, as the height
optimization does not change the principle of the proposed
solution, however, it makes the mathematical derivations and
explanations clearer and easier to follow. In our model, we
consider mobile users and, thus, the coordinates of the users as
well as of the FlyBS change over time. As commonly expected
in the related works, we assume that the current positions of
the users are known to the FlyBS (see, e.g., [18], [23], [42]).
However, we assume a realistic case, where the positioning
information is inaccurate and contains a positioning error.
Thus, the known user’s position is given as:

xGi,j(t) = xexact,Gi,j (t) + exi,j(t),

yGi,j(t) = yexact,Gi,j (t) + eyi,j(t), (1)

where xexact,Gi,j (t) and yexact,Gi,j (t) are the exact x and y

coordinates of the user uGi,j at the time t, respectively, and
exi,j(t) and eyi,j(t) are the positioning errors in x and y
coordinates at the time t, respectively. The FlyBS is able
to determine its own position as this information is anyway

Fig. 1: System model with multiple mobile users (blue dots) deployed
within coverage area of the FlyBS and grouped into clusters (red
circles) for NOMA purposes.

mandatory for a common flying and navigation of the FlyBSs
[33].

In NOMA, the users are grouped into clusters such that
all users in each cluster share the same frequency at the
same time. Thus, the data transmission to the users in the
same cluster imposes an interference (referred to as intra-
cluster interference). However, there is no interference among
different clusters. Let G denote the space of all possible
functions that group the users into Ncl clusters such that
the number of users in each cluster is larger than or equal
to 1 and does not exceed Nmax

cu . For Ncl = 1, the user
in the given cluster is served at orthogonal resources by
means of OMA. Furthermore, the maximum cluster size Nmax

cu

can be set to an arbitrary value and is practically related to
an incurred complexity in SIC decoder. Thus, the maximum
cluster size Nmax

cu is typically much lower than the number
of users (Nmax

cu � Nu). Let Ncu,j denote the size of the j-
th cluster, hence, Nu =

∑Ncl
j=1Ncu,j with Ncu,j ≤ Nmax

cu .
Each function G ∈ G is defined as a bijective mapping
G: 〈1, Nu〉 → 〈1, Ncl〉 × 〈1, Nmax

cu 〉 and the function G
assigns the user un as the ncu-th user in the ncl-th cluster
if G(n) = (ncl, ncu) for the given n. We refer to ncu and
ncl as the index of the user in the cluster and the index
of the cluster, respectively. Let uG1,j , u

G
2,j , . . . , u

G
Ncu,j ,j

denote
the users assigned by the clustering function G to the j-th
cluster (1 ≤ j ≤ Ncl). Then, {xGi,j(t), yGi,j(t)} represent the
coordinates of the user uGi,j at the time t.

Now we focus on SIC as a common interference
cancellation method in NOMA. Suppose that in SIC, the user
uGi,j in the j-th cluster (1 ≤ i ≤ Ncu,j − 1) cancels the
interfering signals from the user i′ in the same cluster (i.e.,
uGi′,j) for i + 1 ≤ i′ ≤ Ncu to extract its own signal. As a
result of this, the achievable SINR γGi,j , (1 ≤ i ≤ Ncu,j) for
the user uGi,j is expressed as:

γGi,j =
pG,Ri,j (t)

σ2 +
∑i−1
l=1 p

G,R
i,l,j (t)

, (1 ≤ i ≤ Ncu,j), (2)



where pG,Ri,j (t) represents the received signal power by the user
uGi,j , p

G,R
i,l,j (t) denotes the interference power imposed to the

user uGi,j by the signal transmitted to the user uGl,j in the same
cluster j, and σ2 is the noise power. Furthermore, let CGi,j(t)
denotes the channel capacity of the user uGi,j . According to
the Shannon–Hartley theorem, the channel capacity CGi,j(t) is
defined as:

CGi,j(t) = B × log2(1 + γGi,j), (3)

where B is the bandwidth assigned to each user and each
cluster. As the bandwidth allocation is not a critical aspect for
NOMA (it is challenging rather for OMA, see [18], [42]), the
channel bandwidth as well as the noise power are assumed to
be equal for all clusters.

Now, let us define the model for the transmission power of
the FlyBS. The total transmission power of the FlyBS at the
time tk for the user clustering function G is expressed as:

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G) =

Ncl∑
j=1

Ncu,j∑
i=1

pG,TXi,j (tk), (4)

where pG,TXi,j (tk) is the transmission power of the FlyBS to
the uGi,j . We assume line-of-sight (LoS) communication, since
obstacles appear rather exceptionally between the FlyBS at a
relatively high altitude and the vehicles on a sub-urban/rural
road, hence, the LoS link is dominant. We evaluate LoS
probability in our scenario later in Section IV to validate
this assumption. According to the Friis’ transmission equation,
pG,TXi,j (tk) is determined as:

pG,TXi,j (tk) =
(4πf)α

DG,TX
i,j DG,R

i,j cα
pG,Ri,j (tk)dGi,j

α
(tk),

(1 ≤ j ≤ Ncl, 1 ≤ i ≤ Ncu,j), (5)

where α denotes the path-loss exponent, DG,TX
i,j is the gain of

the FlyBS’s antenna, DG,R
i,j is the gain of the user’s antenna,

dGi,j(tk) represents the distance between the FlyBS and the user
uGi,j , f is the communication frequency, and c = 3×108 m/s is
the speed of light. The coefficient (4πf)α

DG,TXi,j DG,Ri,j cα
is substituted

by Q in the rest of the paper for clarity of the discussions.

Using (5), the total transmission power of the FlyBS is
rewritten as:

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G) =

Ncl∑
j=1

Ncu,j∑
i=1

QpG,Ri,j (tk)× dGi,j
α

(tk),

(6)

Furthermore, for the propulsion power, we refer to the
model provided in [43] for rotary-wing FlyBSs. In particular,
let VFlyBS(tk) denote the FlyBS’s speed at tk. Then, the
propulsion power consumption is expressed as a function of
VFlyBS(tk) as:

Ppr(tk) = L0

(
1 +

3V 2
FlyBS(tk)

U2
tip

)
+
η0ρsrAV

3
FlyBS(tk)

2
+

Li
(√

1 +
V 4
FlyBS(tk)

4v40,h
−
V 2
FlyBS(tk)

2v20,h

) 1
2 , (7)

where L0 and Li are the blade profile and induced powers in
hovering status, respectively, Utip is the tip speed of the rotor
blade, v0,h is the mean rotor induced velocity during hovering,
η0 is the fuselage drag ratio, ρ is the air density, sr is the rotor
solidity, and A is the rotor disc area. Interested readers can
find more details about the model in [43].

B. Problem Formulation

Our goal is to find the position of the FlyBS jointly with
the clustering of the users for NOMA and allocation of
the transmission power within NOMA clusters to enhance
the duration of the communication coverage (denoted by
Tcoverage). The communication coverage is defined as the
maximum time step tk at which i) the FlyBS’s battery is yet
not fully depleted, and ii) the required transmission power
at every time step ts ≤ tk remains below the maximum
transmission power limit PmaxTX . The coverage duration
depends on the transmission and propulsion power and, hence,
on the FlyBS’s position, the NOMA user clustering, and the
transmission power allocation to the users in the NOMA
clusters. Thus, to maximize Tcoverage, we formulate the
joint problem of the user clustering, the transmission power
allocation, and the FlyBS’s positioning while guaranteeing a
minimum capacity for the users during the whole Tcoverage as
follows: [

Gopt, [Xopt(tk), Yopt(tk)], p
Gopt,TX
i,j,opt

]
=

argmax[
G,[X(tk),Y (tk)],p

G,TX
i,j

]Tcoverage,∀j ∈ 〈1, Ncl〉 ,∀i ∈ 〈1, Ncu,j〉 ,∀k,
s.t. CGi,j(tk) ≥ Cmin,∀j ∈ 〈1, Ncl〉 ,∀i ∈ 〈1, Ncu,j〉 ,∀k, (a)

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G) ≤ PmaxTX ,∀k, (b) (8)∑
tk≤Tcoverage

(PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G) + Ppr(tk))(tk − tk−1) ≤ Eb. (c)

‖V FlyBS(tk)‖ ≤ V maxFlyBS , ∀k, (d)

‖aFlyBS(tk)‖ ≤ amaxFlyBS , ∀k. (e)

where Cmin is the minimum instantaneous capacity required
by the users, ‖.‖ denotes the norm of a vector, Eb is the
initial available energy in the FlyBS’s battery, V maxFlyBS and
amaxFlyBS are the FlyBS’s maximum speed and acceleration,
respectively, and V FlyBS(tk) =

(
V xFlyBS(tk), V yF lyBS(tk)

)
and aFlyBS(tk) =

(
axFlyBS(tk), ayF lyBS(tk)

)
are the FlyBS’s

velocity and acceleration vectors at the time tk, respectively.
The velocity and acceleration vectors are defined, respectively,
as:



V FlyBS(tk) =

(
X(tk), Y (tk)

)
−
(
X(tk−1), Y (tk−1)

)
(tk − tk−1)

,

aFlyBS(tk) =
V (tk)− V (tk−1)

(tk − tk−1)
. (9)

The constraint (a) in (8) guarantees that every user receives
at least the minimum required capacity Cmin all the time.
In line with [18], [24], [33], the minimum capacity is
assumed to be the same for all the users. Such assumption
corresponds to the case when the minimum required capacity
is provided to all users for their essential and critical services,
e.g., to a navigation information for the vehicles or to
provide/collect control information related to driving. The
constraint (b) ensures that the transmission power does not
exceed the maximum transmission power limit. Furthermore,
the constraint (c) guarantees that the FlyBS’s total power
consumption does not exceed the maximum capacity of
the FlyBS’s battery. Furthermore, the constraints (d) and
(e) limit the FlyBS’s movement in terms of the incurred
speed and acceleration, respectively. We propose to extend
Tcoverage via an efficient positioning of the FlyBS considering
the transmission power and propulsion power consumption.
However, despite the fact that the propulsion power is
significantly larger than the transmission power in general,
targeting the optimization of the propulsion power at every
time step is not an efficient solution, as such approach is not
deterministic. In particular, for the propulsion power to be
optimal at every time step, it would be sufficient to determine
only the FlyBS’s speed corresponding to the minimum
propulsion power. From the propulsion-power-minimization
standpoint, any positioning of the FlyBS that incurs the
minimum propulsion power can be regarded as the optimum
position of the FlyBS. In such sense, there are potentially
infinite candidate positions. However, since the location of the
moving users in the next time step(s) is unknown in general, it
would not be possible to tell which of the obtained candidate
positions would yield the longest coverage duration. In fact,
any of those candidate options can be the solution, because
the minimum propulsion power is yielded by a movement to
any of the candidate positions. Thus, a random selection of
the FlyBS’s position out of many candidates should be done
at every time step.

In contrast, the minimization of the transmission power
at every time step with the constrained propulsion power
consumption is an efficient strategy. The rationality of this
strategy is justified by stressing the fact that the suboptimal
transmission power incurs even a larger transmission power
(comparing to the transmission power minimization approach)
and, thus, the transmission power reaches the maximum
limit PmaxTX faster. Consequently, to extend the duration of
the coverage duration in NOMA, the transmission power
to users should be allocated so that the total transmission
power remains below the maximum limit of PmaxTX . Such
a solution can be provided based a minimization of the
transmission power from the early time steps to avoid an

increase in the distance between the FlyBS and the optimum
position over time. If the distance between the FlyBS and
the optimum position would become too large, reaching the
optimum position at later time steps might not be possible
due to the practical limitations on the FlyBS’s speed and
acceleration. In contrast, the positioning of the FlyBS to
minimize the transmission power at every time step from the
beginning keeps the FlyBS constantly close to the position
minimizing the transmission power for NOMA, because the
FlyBS’s optimum positions from one time step to the next
time step are typically close to each other.

Hence, we reformulate the problem of Tcoverage
maximization in (8) to the problem of transmission power
minimization with a constraint on the propulsion power
consumption included so as to address the FlyBS’s battery
constraint (i.e., constraint (c) in (8)) as follows:[

Gopt, [Xopt(tk), Yopt(tk)], p
Gopt,TX
i,j,opt

]
=

argmin[
G,[X(tk),Y (tk)],p

G,TX
i,j

]PTX ,∀j ∈ 〈1, Ncl〉 ,∀i ∈ 〈1, Ncu,j〉 ,∀k,
s.t. CGi,j(tk) ≥ Cmin,∀j ∈ 〈1, Ncl〉 ,∀i ∈ 〈1, Ncu,j〉 ,∀k, (a)

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G) ≤ PmaxTX ,∀k, (b)

Ppr(tk) ≤ Ppr,th(tk), ∀k, (c)

‖V FlyBS(tk)‖ ≤ V maxFlyBS , ∀k, (d) (10)

‖aFlyBS(tk)‖ ≤ amaxFlyBS , ∀k, (e)

where Ppr,th(tk) in the constraint (c) is the upper bound
for the propulsion power consumption. The parameter Ppr,th
establishes a trade-off between the transmission and propulsion
power consumption, so that choosing a lower value of Ppr,th
leads to a reduction in the propulsion power (hence, to a
slower depletion of the FlyBS’s battery) while it causes an
increase in the transmission power, because the FlyBS would
have a limited range of speeds during the flight to reach the
position minimizing the transmission power. Furthermore, in
an extreme case with Ppr,th set to the value corresponding to
the minimum propulsion power, the problem (10) corresponds
to the case when both the propulsion and transmission powers
are minimized. In the subsection III.C, we elaborate a setting
of Ppr,th to tackle the constraint on the capacity of the FlyBS’s
battery (i.e., constraint (c) in (8)).

III. PROPOSED OPTIMAL CLUSTERING OF USERS FOR
NOMA AND POSITIONING OF FLYBS

In this section, we present a novel solution to the problem
defined in (10) by finding the optimal clustering function Gopt
as well as the optimal FlyBS’s positions over time.

Solving the problem of user clustering for NOMA jointly
with the FlyBS’s positioning in (10) is challenging, as the
constraints (c), (d), and (e) define a non-convex region for
the FlyBS’s position. Furthermore, the set of the clustering
options is potentially of a very large size (exponential with the
number of users and the NOMA cluster sizes). In addition, the
discrete nature of the set of the clustering options for NOMA
makes the optimization problem intractable. To deal with these



challenges, we first target the positioning of the FlyBS for
arbitrary clustering function G. We solve the problem of
positioning by first relaxing the constraints (c), (d), and (e) in
(10) (as explained in subsection III.A), and then deriving the
solution to the unrelaxed problem (as presented in subsection
III.B). Next, we discuss the setting of the parameter Ppr,th
for the proposed positioning of the FlyBS in subsection III.C.
Last, in subsection III.D we discuss how to find the optimal
clustering in (10) via a derivation of necessary conditions for
the clustering to be optimal. Such necessary conditions help
to reduce significantly the size of the set of the clustering
options. Now, to solve the problem of the FlyBS’s positioning
for the clustering function G we lift the constraints (c), (d), and
(e), and solve the relaxed problem in terms of the clustering
function G. Then, the derived solution is adjusted to fulfill all
constraints.

A. Transmission power minimization and FlyBS positioning

In this subsection we focus on the transmission power
optimization and the FlyBS’s positioning for any NOMA user
clustering G, and we derive the FlyBS’s position and the
transmission power as functions of the clustering. The relaxed
problem of the FlyBS’s positioning is defined as:[

[Xopt(G,tk), Yopt(G,tk)], pG,TXi,j,opt

]
= (11)

argmin[
[X(G,tk),Y (G,tk)],p

G,TX
i,j

]PTX ,
∀j ∈ 〈1, Ncl〉 ,∀i ∈ 〈1, Ncu,j〉 ,∀k,

s.t. CGi,j(tk) ≥ Cmin,∀j ∈ 〈1, Ncl〉 ,∀i ∈ 〈1, Nmax
cu 〉 ,∀k.

In the following, we solve (11) via a determination of the
FlyBS’s positioning and the user’s power allocation for the
NOMA user clustering G. To this end, from the constraint
in (11) and using (3), it is inferred that γmin ≤ γGi,j , where
γmin = (2Cmin/B − 1) is a positive constant. To find the
conditions to reach the minimum transmission power we
rewrite γmin ≤ γGi,j using (2) and (5) as follows

γmin(σ2 +

∑i−1
l=1 p

G,TX
l,j (tk)

QdGi,j
α

(tk)
) ≤

pG,TXi,j (tk)

QdGi,j
α

(tk)
,

(j ∈ 〈1, Ncl〉 , i ∈ 〈1, Ncu,j〉). (12)

After several simple math operations, (12) is transformed
to:

γmin

i−1∑
l=1

pG,TXl,j (tk) + γminσ
2QdGi,j

α
(tk) ≤ pG,TXi,j (tk),

(j ∈ 〈1, Ncl〉 , i ∈ 〈1, Ncu,j〉). (13)

Therefore, by writing down (13) for every j ∈ 〈1, Ncl〉 and
i ∈ 〈1, Ncu,j〉, we get:

Ncl∑
j=1

Ncu,j∑
i=1

pG,TXi,j (tk) ≥

γminQσ
2
Ncl∑
j=1

Ncu,j∑
i=1

(
(1 + γmin)Ncu,j−i

)
dGi,j

α
(tk). (14)

The minimum in (14) is achieved when the equality in (13)
holds for 1 ≤ j ≤ Ncl and 1 ≤ i ≤ Ncu,j . Hence, we derive
PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G) as:

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G) =

γminQσ
2
Ncl∑
j=1

Ncu,j∑
i=1

(
(1 + γmin)Ncu,j−i

)
dGi,j

α
(tk) (15)

To find the FlyBS’s optimum position (XG
opt and Y Gopt)

and to minimize the transmission power in (15), we exploit
Downhill Simplex Algorithm (also known as Nelder-Mead
Algorithm). The solution is based on a direct search in
two-dimensions and a function comparison using simplex,
which is a polytope of m+ 1 vertices among m dimensions.
The simplex is updated based on the values obtained from
expansion, contraction, and shrinkage operations on the vertex
at which the function reaches the largest value, and the
centroid of the remaining vertices. Now, we explain the details
of the Nelder-Mead Algorithm in our problem (see Algorithm
1). The simplex finds the optimal position of the FlyBS at
every time step tk. For our setup, there is a 2-dimensional point
in simplex, with the first and second dimensions corresponding
to X(tk) and Y (tk), respectively. The values for the three
vertices of the simplex (denoted as S1, S2, S3) are determined
as follows. First, an initial value for S3 is guessed (in other

Algorithm 1 Find optimal position of the FlyBS for arbitrary
clustering G

λ(A): standard deviation of elements in set A, λ0: standard deviation
threshold for termination
f(Si): Transmission power at tk evaluated at Si (i.e.,
PTX(Si,1, Si,2, H, tk, G)).
Sort and rearrange the points as f(S1) ≤ f(S2) ≤ f(S3).

1: while λ(f(S1), f(S2), f(S3))) > λ0 do
2: compute S0 = centroid{S1, S2}
3: if f(S1) ≤ f(Sr) ≤ f(S2) then S3 ← Sr

4: else compute Se = S0 + β(Sr − S0)
5: end if
6: if f(Se) ≤ f(Sr) then S3 ← Se, and go to step 13
7: else S3 ← Sr , and go to step 13
8: end if
9: compute Sc = S0 + ν(S3 − S0).

10: if f(Sc) ≤ f(S3) then S3 ← Sc, and go to step 13
11: else compute Si = S1 + δ(Si − S1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, and go

to step 13
12: end if
13: Sort points so that f(S1) ≤ f(S2) ≤ f(S3).
14: end while
15: From (15) calculate transmission power at S3

Output: S3 = (XG
opt(tk), Y

G
opt(tk)) = argmin{X(tk),Y (tk)} PTX ,

and Pmin
TX (G, tk), ∀k



Fig. 2: FlyBS’s propulsion power consumption vs. speed. Threshold
Ppr,th limits the propulsion power consumption and specifies the
allowed flight speed range of [Vth1 , Vth2 ].

words, an initial position of the FlyBS at tk is guessed). We
initialize S3 by the FlyBS’s position at the previous time step
tk−1. Then, the values for S1 and S2 are found by changing the
value at one dimension of S3. In particular, S3 is initiated with
S3 =

(
X(tk−1), Y (tk−1)

)
and, then, S1 and S2 are derived

as:

Si =

{
S3 + κiS3,iei S3,i 6= 0,

S3 + εiei otherwise,
(16)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, where S3,r denotes the r-th element
of S3, and ei is the 2-dimensional unit vector with zero
elements at all dimensions except the i-th dimension.
Furthermore, εi and κi are real coefficients that adjust the
convergence of the algorithm. Therefore, the initial simplex
includes three different instances of the FlyBS’s positions.
The algorithm keeps updating the values of the vertices
based on expansion, contraction, and shrinkage operations
(demonstrated in the lines 4, 9, and 11 in Algorithm 1,
respectively) until the standard deviation of the corresponding
values of PTX(X,Y,H, tk) at the simplex’s vertices fall below
a given threshold.

B. FlyBS’s positioning with constrained propulsion power,
speed, and acceleration

In the previous subsection, the solution to the FlyBS’s
position (XG

opt(tk), Y Gopt(tk)) is derived (in Algorithm 1) to
minimize the transmission power for the relaxed optimization
problem (11). However, the calculated optimal position
(XG

opt(tk), Y Gopt(tk)) might not be reached at some time
steps due to the constraints on the FlyBS’s propulsion
power, speed, and acceleration, i.e., Ppr,th, V maxFlyBS , amaxFlyBS ,
respectively, in (10). Thus, in this subsection, we address the
problem of FlyBS’s positioning considering the constraints
for the propulsion power, acceleration, and speed. In case
the required speed or acceleration to move the FlyBS to the
optimal position (XG

opt(tk), Y Gopt(tk)) (derived from Algorithm
1) exceeds the corresponding limits on the speed or the
acceleration (i.e., V maxFlyBS and amaxFlyBS , respectively), or causes
the propulsion power larger than Ppr,th, the FlyBS moves
only to the point that is the closest to the optimal position
and, at the same time, can be reached with the speed and the
acceleration within their allowed ranges. To derive the point to

which the FlyBS should move, let
(
XG
cto(tk), Y Gcto(tk)

)
denote

the closest point to the optimal position
(
XG
opt(tk), Y Gopt(tk)

)
such that the movement from the FlyBS’s position at tk−1
to
(
XG
cto(tk), Y Gcto(tk)

)
does not incur the propulsion power

larger than the threshold Ppr,th and also the speed and
the acceleration are not larger than V maxFlyBS and amaxFlyBS ,
respectively. Hence, the problem of FlyBS’s positioning is
formulated as follows:

[V FlyBS(tk),aFlyBS(tk), (XG
cto(tk), Y Gcto(tk))] =

argmin
V FlyBS(tk),aFlyBS(tk)

||(X(tk), Y(tk)− (XG
opt(tk), Y Gopt(tk))||

s.t. Ppr(tk) ≤ Ppr,th(tk), ∀k (a) (17)
||V FlyBS(tk)|| ≤ V maxFlyBS , ∀k (b)

||aFlyBS(tk)|| ≤ amaxFlyBS .∀k (c)

Fig. 2 shows an example of Ppr,th and the corresponding
range of the FlyBS’s speeds [Vth1

, Vth2
] for which Ppr ≤

Ppr,th for the propulsion power model in (7). The
FlyBS’s speed should not exceed the allowed range of
[Vth1 ,min{Vth2 , V

max
FlyBS}]. Hence, the optimization problem

(17) is rewritten by merging the constraints (a) and (b) as a
modified constraint on the speed as follows:[

V FlyBS(tk),aFlyBS(tk),
(
XG
cto(tk), Y Gcto(tk)

)]
=

argmin
V FlyBS(tk),aFlyBS(tk)

‖
(
X(tk), Y (tk)

)
−
(
XG
opt(tk), Y Gopt(tk)

)
‖

s.t. Vth1 ≤ ‖V FlyBS(tk)‖ ≤ min{V maxFlyBS , Vth2}, (a)

‖aFlyBS(tk)‖ ≤ amaxFlyBS . (b) (18)

To solve (18), we assume a constant acceleration over
very small time steps tk of the FlyBS’s movement. Hence,(
X(tk), Y (tk)

)
is calculated using the motion equation for

constant acceleration:

X(tk) =
1

2

(
axFlyBS(tk)

)
× (tk − tk−1)2+(

V xFlyBS(tk−1)
)
× (tk − tk−1) +X(tk−1),

Y(tk) =
1

2

(
ayF lyBS(tk)

)
× (tk − tk−1)2+(

V yF lyBS(tk−1)
)
× (tk − tk−1) + Y (tk−1). (19)

Before presenting the solution to (18), we further elaborate
the constraints in (18). Using (19), the constraint (a) in (18)
is rewritten as:

Vth1 ≤((
axFlyBS(tk) +

V xFlyBS(tk−1)

(tk − tk−1)

)2
+
(
ayF lyBS(tk) +

V yF lyBS(tk−1)

(tk − tk−1)

)2) 1
2

≤ min{V maxFlyBS , Vth2}. (20)

Furthermore, using the identity ‖aFlyBS(tk)‖ =(
axFlyBS

2(tk) + ayF lyBS
2
(tk)

) 1
2 , the constraint (b) in

(18) is rewritten in terms of axFlyBS and ayF lyBS as:(
axFlyBS

2(tk) + ayF lyBS
2
(tk)

) 1
2 ≤ amaxFlyBS . (21)



According to the inequalities in (20), (axFlyBS , a
y
F lyBS) lies

inside a ring centered at
(
−V

x
FlyBS(tk−1)

(tk−tk−1)
,

−V
y
FlyBS(tk−1)

(tk−tk−1)

)
with inner and outer radii corresponding

to the minimum and maximum limits of Vth1
(tk−tk−1)

and
min{VmaxFlyBS ,Vth2}

(tk−tk−1)
, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the region defined

by (20) in the axFlyBS−a
y
F lyBS plane (blue ring). Furthermore,

the constraint in (21) defines the inner part of the circle
centered at (0, 0) with a radius of the FlyBS’s acceleration
limit amaxFlyBS (green circle in Fig. 3). Thus, by incorporating
the two constraints in (20) and (21), the problem in (18)
is understood as the minimization of ‖

(
X(tk), Y (tk)

)
−(

XG
opt(tk), Y Gopt(tk)

)
‖ over the region enclosed by four curves

AB, BC, CD, and DA as shown in Fig. 3.
To proceed with the solution, we use (19) to express

the objective function in (18) in terms of axFlyBS(tk) and
ayF lyBS(tk) as follows:

‖
(
X(tk), Y (tk)

)
−
(
XG
opt(tk), Y Gopt(tk)

)
‖ =

m
((
axFlyBS(tk)− ρ0

)2
+
(
ayF lyBS(tk)− σ0

)2) 1
2

, (22)

m =
(tk − tk−1)2

2
,

ρ0 =

(
V xFlyBS(tk−1)

)
× (tk − tk−1) +X(tk−1)−Xopt(tk)

m
,

σ0 =

(
V yF lyBS(tk−1)

)
× (tk − tk−1) + Y (tk−1)− Yopt(tk)

m
.

According to (22), the minimum value of
‖
(
X(tk), Y (tk)

)
−
(
XG
opt(tk), Y Gopt(tk)

)
‖ is achieved by the

closest point (axFlyBS(tk), ayF lyBS(tk)) to (ρ0, σ0). Therefore,
the solution to (18) is derived by finding the closest point in
the region enclosed by ABCD to (ρ0, σ0). To this end, we
first find the point on each of the curves AB, BC, CD, and
DA that is the closest to (ρ0, σ0). Since all the curves AB,
BC, CD, and DA are on circles, the closest point to (ρ0, σ0)
for each curve can be found by finding the intersection of that
curve and the line connecting (ρ0, σ0) to the center of the
circle that the curve lies on. In case that the intersection point
lies beyond the curve’s endpoints, one of the endpoints yields
the minimum distance to (ρ0, σ0). The objective function in
(22) is evaluated at all four closest candidate points to find
the optimal

(
axFlyBS(tk), ayF lyBS(tk)

)
. Then, we calculate(

X(tk), Y(tk)
)

from (19), which is the optimal solution to
(18) (i.e.,

(
XG
cto(tk), Y Gcto(tk)

)
).

C. Determination of Ppr,th
In this subsection we discuss selection of proper values

for the propulsion power limit Ppr,th at every time step.
Although the proposed solution to the FlyBS’s positioning in
subsection III.B is valid for any value of Ppr,th, a fixed Ppr,th
in (10) may not be very efficient in extending the coverage
duration, as the impact of the transmission and propulsion
power consumption changes over time due the actual values

Fig. 3: Regions in axFlyBS − ayFlyBS plane corresponding to the
constraints (20) and (21)

of the transmission power and the remaining energy of the
FlyBS’s battery. Hence, we introduce a varying Ppr,th over
time. At the beginning, because of a large amount of the
remaining energy in the battery, we set Ppr,th to the FlyBS’s
propulsion power consumed at the FlyBS’s maximum speed.
Then, at every time step tk (k > 1), we estimate the shortest
time that it takes for the transmission power to reach the
maximum limit of PmaxTX . More specifically, the estimated
time to reach PmaxTX is denoted by TmaxTX and calculated as
TmaxTX =

PmaxTX −PTX(tk)
RmaxTX (tk)

, where RmaxTX (tk) is the maximum
slope of the increase that can occur between tk and tk+1.
Note that, an accurate evaluation of RmaxTX (tk) is not possible
in general, as RmaxTX (tk) depends on the future location of the
users at tk+1. Nevertheless, the values for the slope of the
increase in the FlyBS’s transmission power in the previous
time steps is still a sufficient indicator to estimate RmaxTX (tk).
Thus, we choose RmaxTX (tk) to be the maximum rate of the
increase in the transmission power that has actually occurred
between two consecutive time steps during the past ∆t time
steps:

RmaxTX (tk) = max
s

(PTX(ts)− PTX(ts−1))

(ts − ts−1)
,

k −∆t + 1 ≤ s ≤ k. (23)

Choosing lower values for ∆t results in a less accurate
estimation of RmaxTX , but also an adoption of too high values
for ∆t may result in an inaccurate estimation of RmaxTX . This is
because, the transmission power may have an unusual increase
due to a (unusual) movement of the users at some time step
tp and, hence, such an unusual increase in the transmission
power should not affect the evaluation of RmaxTX at every time
step tk with p < k. Next, we use the calculated TmaxTX at
tk to determine Ppr,th at tk. Since the transmission power is
estimated to reach the maximum limit of PmaxTX in the time
TmaxTX , the time when the battery depletes completely should
not occur within the next TmaxTX seconds. Thus, we choose to
fulfill the following condition:

Eb(t0)− Eb(tk)

Ppr,th(tk) + PTX(tk)
≥ TmaxTX , (24)



or equivalently, Ppr,th(tk) ≤ Eb(t0)−Eb(tk)
TmaxTX

−PTX(tk). Hence,

we set the value of Ppr,th(tk) to Eb(t0)−Eb(tk)
TmaxTX

− PTX(tk) to
tackle the constraint on the FlyBS’s battery (i.e., constraint (c)
in (8)).

D. Clustering of users for NOMA

In the previous subsection, XG
cto(tk) and Y Gcto(tk) are

derived as functions of the selected clustering G. Hence,
evaluating the transmission power PminTX (G, tk) at the optimal
position is enough to find the optimum clustering Gopt to solve
the optimization problem in (10).

The naive approach to find the optimum clustering
is to evaluate PTX(XG

cto, Y
G
cto, tk) for every possible

clustering (i.e., to perform an exhaustive search) and, then,
to select the clustering with the smallest corresponding
PTX(XG

cto, Y
G
cto, tk). However, the number of all

possible clustering options can be very large (there are
Ncl∏
i=1

(Nu−∑i−1
j=0Ncu,j

Ncu,i

)
different clustering options for every set

of the cluster sizes {Ncu,1, ..., Ncu,cl}). Hence, the exhaustive
search is not a practical solution for real word applications. In
order to address this issue, we reduce the search space size of
the problem by characterizing the optimal clustering function.
To this end, we first derive the optimal clustering function
Gopt via Theorem 1 that provides a necessary condition for
Gopt.

Theorem 1. Suppose that before clustering of the users,
the x-coordinates of the users are sorted as Xsorted =
{xl1 , . . . , xlNu}, such that xl1 < ... < xlNu . Also, let Nmax

cu

and Nk denote the size of the largest cluster and the number
of clusters with a size of k, respectively. Then, for the
clustering function that minimizes PTX(XG

cto, Y
G
cto, tk) for a

given Nmax
cu , the first users in each cluster with a size of Nmax

cu

should be NNmaxcu
consecutive users in the sorted sequence

Xsorted. Similarly, the set including the (Ncu,j−i+1)-th user
of the j-th cluster (1 ≤ i ≤ Nmax

cu , j ∈ 〈1, Ncl〉) should be∑Nmaxcu −i+1
s=1 Ni+s−1 consecutive users in the sorted sequence

Xsorted after eliminating the selected (Ncu,j−r+1)-th users
of the j-th cluster (1 ≤ r ≤ Nmax

cu − i).

Proof. See Appendix A.
In addition to Theorem 1, we also define the following

proposition that helps us to further reduce the complexity of
the user clustering.

Proposition 1. All permutations of the users uGi,j with the
same value for (Ncu,j− i) along all clusters result in different
groupings with the same corresponding PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G).

Proof. Suppose that for the grouping function G1, the users
uG1
i,j and uG1

i′,j′ satisfy Ncu,j−i = Ncu,j′−i′. Also, suppose that
the grouping function G2 is derived by exchanging uG1

i,j and
uG1

i′,j′ between the clusters j and j′ (i.e., uG2

i′,j′ = uG1
i,j ). Since

the FlyBS’s distance to the users does not change by modifying
the grouping (i.e., dG2

i′,j′ = dG1
i,j ), from (15), it is concluded that

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G1) = PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G2).

Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 together allow to choose
the optimal clustering function. In particular, we collect all
different clustering options that meet the necessary conditions
in Theorem 1, while Proposition 1 enables to avoid collecting
the clustering options that lead to the same transmission power.
We first find all possible solutions to

∑Ncl
r=1Ncu,r = Nu,

where 1 ≤ Ncu,r ≤ Nmax
cu as follows. We start with checking

the necessary conditions for the equation
∑Ncl
r=1Ncu,r = Nu

to obtain the solutions satisfying 1 ≤ Ncu,r ≤ Nmax
cu .

By evaluating
∑Ncl
r=1Ncu,r at the upper and lower bounds

in 1 ≤ Ncu,r ≤ Nmax
cu , we get the necessary conditions

Ncl × Nmax
cu ≥ Nu and Ncl ≤ Nu, respectively. Next, we

consider all possible values 1, . . . , Nmax
cu for Ncu,1 and,

for each of those values, we rewrite our main equation as∑Ncl
r=2Ncu,r = Nu − Ncu,1. For the updated equation (with

Ncl − 1 variables) we check again the necessary conditions
for an existence of solution and eliminate those equations
that do not fulfill the conditions. Then we consider all Nmax

cu

possible values 1, . . . , Nmax
cu for Ncu,2 and update the

equation similarly as in the previous step. We repeat the
same process and collect all solutions for {Ncu,1, . . . , Ncu,cl}
until the necessary conditions are not held anymore. Then,
for every set of the solutions (i.e., sizes of the clusters),
we find and collect all clustering candidate options derived
from Theorem 1. More specifically, we sort the x-coordinates
of the users as xl1 < ... < xlNu , and choose NNmaxcu

consecutive elements from the sorted sequence. Therefore,
instead of considering all

(
Nu

NNmaxcu

)
possible subsets, we only

have (Nu − NNmaxcu
+ 1) options. According to Proposition

1, for each selected sequence, all permutations result in the
same corresponding transmission power. Thus, we only keep
one of many permutations for each sequence. According to
Theorem 1 a similar process to the previous step is considered,
i.e., the i-th users of all clusters with a size of Nmax

cu are
chosen together with the (i− 1)-th users of the clusters with
a size of Nmax

cu − 1 together with the (i − 2)-th users of the
clusters with a size of Nmax

cu −2 and so on. This procedure is
continued until all users are assigned to clusters. We repeat the
same process for all different sizes of clusters, and we collect
all the clustering candidates. Then, the transmission power
corresponding to every clustering is derived via Algorithm
1. Then, the clustering that yields the minimum transmission
power is chosen and applied for NOMA. For every set of the
clusters size {Ncu,1, ..., Ncu,cl}, the search space size in the

proposed clustering is
Nmaxcu∏
i=1

(Nu −
∑i−1
j=0NNmaxcu −j + 1). The

total complexity of the proposed solution is then calculated by
summing the complexity over all derived sets of the clusters
size {Ncu,1, ..., Ncu,cl}. For the exhaustive search, there are
Ncl∏
i=1

(Nu−∑i−1
j=1Ncu,j

Ncu,i

)
different clustering options for every set

of the cluster size {Ncu,1, ..., Ncu,cl}. Thus, the number of
options for the exhaustive search becomes extremely large
for realistic values of Nu. For example, for Nmax

cu = 2 and
Ncl = 7, the search space for the exhaustive search is about



17.2 million options, whereas the proposed solution leads
to only 8 options to be checked. This illustrates significant
lowering of the complexity by the proposed solution compared
to the exhaustive search.

E. Discussion of optimality of the proposed solution

There is no general way to find the optimal solution
to the non-convex problem in (10). Hence, we choose the
exhaustive search to show the optimality of the proposed
solution. Note that, since there are continuous-valued variables
in (10), even performing the exhaustive search cannot achieve
the exact optimum. Nevertheless, using the exhaustive search
allows us to evaluate the maximum possible gap between
the derived transmission power from the proposed solution
and the optimal transmission power. We do this evaluation
via a combination of a discretized exhaustive search and an
analysis of the error caused by the discretization. For the
discretized exhaustive search, at every time step, we check
all possible user clustering options of the users for NOMA,
and we find the minimum corresponding transmission power
for each clustering option by finding the optimal values of
the acceleration and the velocity of the FlyBS. In particular,
at every time step tk, we consider all possible vectors of the
FlyBS’s acceleration aFlyBS(tk) = (axFlyBS(tk), ayF lyBS(tk))
that fulfill the constraint (e) in (10). For the discretized
interval of [−amaxFlyBS , a

max
FlyBS ] we consider the values starting

with −amaxFlyBS and increasing with a step size of ξ. Then,
for each selected value of, e.g., ϕ for axFlyBS(tk) from the
discretized interval, the value of ayF lyBS(tk) should be within

the range of [−
√
amaxFlyBS

2 − ϕ2,
√
amaxFlyBS

2 − ϕ2] to meet
the constraint (e) in (10). A similar discretization for the
interval [−

√
amaxFlyBS

2 − ϕ2,
√
amaxFlyBS

2 − ϕ2] with a step size
of ξ is done to find all possible numerical combinations for
the acceleration vector. Then, for each possible acceleration
vector, we calculate the vector of velocity from (9). For
those velocity vectors fulfilling the constraints (c) and (d)
in (10), we calculate the FlyBS’s position from (19). Next,
at the calculated position of the FlyBS, the corresponding
transmission power is derived. We repeat this procedure for
values of the acceleration vector and for every clustering
option. In the following Lemma 2, we define the upper
bound for the discretization error for every tested pair
(axFlyBS(tk), ayF lyBS(tk)) = (ϕ, τ) over the discretized sets.
Lemma 2. The maximum error due to discretization of the
interval for the exhaustive search for the acceleration values
for axFlyBS ∈ (ϕ,ϕ+ ξ) and ayF lyBS ∈ (τ, τ + ξ) is:

|ζ| ≤ ξ2|Mxx|+ 2ξ2|Mxy|+ ξ2|Myy| =
ξ2(|Mxx|+ 2|Mxy|+ |Myy|), (25)

where Mxx, Mxy , and Myy are the supremum of ∂2PTX
∂axFlyBS

2 ,
∂2PTX

∂axFlyBS∂a
y
FlyBS

, and ∂2PTX
∂ayFlyBS

2 , respectively, over the interval

of axFlyBS ∈ [ϕ,ϕ+ ξ] and ayF lyBS ∈ [τ, τ + ξ].

Proof. See appendix B.
Using the error’s upper bound in (25), we evaluate the

smallest potential value for the transmission power that can
occur for axFlyBS ∈ (ϕ,ϕ + ξ) and ayF lyBS ∈ (τ, τ + ξ).
By collecting the calculated lower bound for the transmission
power for every candidate clustering option, we find the lowest
bound for the transmission power among all clustering options.
The lower bound is evaluated for the transmission power in
the our scenario in Section IV to confirm that the proposed
solution is very close to the optimum.

F. Feasibility of FlyBS positioning and user NOMA clustering
and extension to multiple FlyBSs

No solution to the problem defined in (8) exists if the
required transmission power to guarantee Cmin to all users
exceeds the maximum transmission power limit of PmaxTX .
Thus, a necessary and sufficient condition for an existence
of a solution to (8) is derived using (15) as:

Qσ2(2
Cmin
B − 1)

Ncl∑
j=1

Ncu,j∑
i=1

(
2
Cmin
B ×(Ncu,j−i))dGi,jα(tk) ≤ PmaxTX

(26)

Once the condition in (26) is fulfilled there definitely exists a
solution to (8). If the condition (26) (and hence the constraints
(a) and (b) in (8)) are not fulfilled for a given setting of the
communication-related parameters, the only approach to make
the problem in (8) feasible is to increase the number of FlyBSs.
The multiple FlyBSs allow to split the load degenerated by the
users to avoid a violation of the constraint (a) on Cmin.

With respect to the single-FlyBS scenario, an association
of the users to the FlyBSs and management of interference
among the FlyBSs should be handled. For the user association,
a straightforward way is to associate the users based on the
commonly used approaches, e.g., the received signal strength
[50] or K-means [49]. Of course, the proposed positioning of
the FlyBSs and NOMA user clustering is optimal only for the
given association. Furthermore, in the multi-FlyBS scenario,
other FlyBSs cause interference to NOMA clusters within
other FlyBSs. The interference level depends on the users’
location with respect to other FlyBSs. Hence, the FlyBS’s
positioning and the user clustering should be extended by
taking the impact of interference from other FlyBSs into
account. The user association makes the problem of the
FlyBS’s positioning and user’s clustering NP-hard in general.
Solving such problem optimally is itself a challenging and
complex task, thus, we leave it for future research.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In this section, we provide details of models and simulation
settings adopted for evaluation of the proposed solution
for NOMA user clustering, power allocation, and FlyBS’s
positioning. Then, we introduce competitive state-of-the-art
algorithms, and we thoroughly analyze the performance of the
proposal and demonstrate the advantages of the proposal over
the existing solutions.



A. Simulation scenario and models

We consider a scenario where the FlyBS serves users
represented by vehicles and/or users in vehicles during a busy
traffic or a traffic jam on a road or a highway. In such situation,
the FlyBS is a suitable solution to improve the performance
of an overloaded network (see, e.g., [39], [40]). The FlyBS is
represented by a common rotary-wing UAV. Such UAV can
fly typically with a maximum speed of about 25–30 m/s [44].
Thus, the rotary-wing UAV is suitable for our scenario, as the
vehicles in the busy traffic or in the traffic jam usually move
with speeds within the limits of the common UAV. Following
[43], the FlyBS’s altitude is fixed at H = 100 m.

The users move on a 3-lane highway in the positive direction
of the x-axis. The users are distributed uniformly among
all three lanes. Within one lane, we set a two-second rule,
that is, the minimum safe distance between two vehicles
is equal to the distance moved by the vehicles within two
seconds. This rule is adopted and suggested for a driving in
the real world to roughly maintain a safe distance between the
vehicles, while also taking the speed of vehicles into account
to specify the minimum distance between the vehicles over
time. Furthermore, the speeds are selected uniformly over
the intervals {14-16} m/s, {14-17} m/s, and {15-19} m/s for
the first, second, and third lanes, respectively. The range of
vehicles’ speeds is selected considering the maximum flying
speed of the FlyBS, as the FlyBS should be able to fly with
the served vehicles with a certain speed margin to adjust a
relative position with respect to the vehicles. Note that the
FlyBS knows the location of users only with a measurement
error exi,j and exi,j uniformly distributed over [−10, 10] m at
every time step.

To validate the assumption on the LoS communication, we
evaluate the probability of LoS in our scenario as follows.
We first solve the problem of the FlyBS’s positioning with
the assumption of LoS transmission to all the users. Then,
we calculate the LoS occurrence (defined by 60% of the first
Fresnel zone to be clear of obstacles) in the modeled suburban
environment. In line with [47], we assume that the average
height, width, and length of the buildings are set to 15 m and
the density of the buildings is 13% of the total area. The height
of the users’ receiving antenna is set to 1.5 m. According
to our simulations, the average probability of LoS is 99.6%,
99.1%, and 98.4% in the scenarios with 30, 60, and 90 users,
respectively.

The simulations are commonly performed for Cmin = 15
Mbps by each user, however, we also analyze the impact of
Cmin on the performance. Each simulation is of 1200 seconds
duration with the user clustering and the transmission power
calculated every 0.1 seconds. The results are averaged out over
100 simulation drops. The system parameters are summarized
in Table I.

Our proposed solution is investigated for two cases: i)
Communication coverage-maximizing clustering and FlyBS’s
positioning (CMCP) for NOMA, as elaborated in Section
III and with setting of Vth,1 = 12 m/s, Vth,2 = 33 m/s

TABLE I: Parameter Configurations

System Parameter Numerical value
Number of users, Nu {30,60,90}
FlyBS’s antenna gain, Dj,TX

i,G 7 dBi [45]
User’s antenna gain, Dj,R

i,G 0 dBi [45]
Noise power spectral density, Ni –174 dBm/Hz
RF frequency, f 2.6 GHz
System bandwidth 100 MHz
Altitude of FlyBS, H 100 meters
User’s required capacity, Cmin {10,12,15,18,20} Mbps

(see (10)), and ii) Propulsion power minimization (PPM),
which is a specific case of the proposed solution with the
setting minimizing the propulsion power consumption, i.e.,
with Vth,1 = Vth,2 = 22.7 m/s and Ppr,th = 461.6 W. Both
options are compared with the following related state-of-the-
art schemes:

i) Sum rate maximization (SRM) algorithm, introduced in
[18], that provides a joint NOMA pairing and FlyBS’s
positioning for sum rate maximization. Note that the
SRM algorithm does not include the constraints on
the speed and acceleration in (10). Thus, for a fair
comparison, we adjust the FlyBS’s speed and acceleration
to the closest value within the allowed range in case that
the required speed or acceleration exceed their limits.
ii) enhanced SRM (ESRM) algorithm that adopts the
pairing scheme proposed in [18], but the positioning of
FlyBS is enhanced by our proposed optimal positioning
in order to reduce the transmission power, as the solution
proposed in [18] targets to maximize the sum rate,
iii) NOMA for static base station (SBS), developed in
[46], that maximizes the sum capacity for static base
station and, hence, does not provide any solution to the
FlyBS’s positioning,
iv) enhanced SBS (ESBS), that exploits the clustering
scheme adopted in [46], and is enhanced with our
proposed optimal positioning of the FlyBS to avoid
limitations implied by the static base station assumed in
[30].

B. Simulation results

In this subsection, we present and discuss simulation
results. First, we focus on an evolution of the FlyBS’s
transmission power consumption over time to demonstrate
the advantage of our proposal over the existing solutions
in terms of efficiency in transmission power management
and consequent enhancement of the NOMA communication
coverage. We also compare the performance of the proposed
scheme with existing solutions in terms of complexity, average
transmission power, maximum potential common capacity,
and average propulsion power for various numbers of users
(Nu), and minimum required capacities by each user (Cmin).
Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
solution for different maximum cluster sizes Nmax

cu .



Fig. 4: Transmission power vs. operation time for Nu = 90 and
Cmin = 15 Mbps. Only part of the values for SBS are shown, as
the transmission power is in the order of hundreds of watts.

Fig. 4 illustrates an evolution of the transmission power of
the FlyBS over time for Cmin = 15 Mbps and for Nu = 90. In
this figure, we assume NOMA user pairing (Nmax

cu = 2, Ncl =
45) for all existing solutions as these do not allow Nmax

cu > 2.
In general, the transmission power consumption is increasing
over time for all solutions. This is due to a general increase
in the relative distance between the first and the last vehicles
in the scenario over time, caused by diverse velocities of the
vehicles on different lanes, leading to a gradual expansion of
the area demarcated by the users. Fig. 4 further shows that
the transmission powers corresponding to SRM, ESRM, SBS,
and ESBS grow notably faster than for our proposed solution.
This faster growth of the transmission power in the existing
solutions is due to the sub-optimality of the user clustering
in SRM, ESRM, SBS, and ESBS. Furthermore, it is observed
that PPM leads to frequent peaks in the transmission power.
These peaks are due to the fact that the FlyBS’s speed is set to
minimize the propulsion power and consequent limitation of
the FlyBS’s ability in reaching a suitable position at desired
time step.

According to Fig. 4, after 1200 s the proposed positioning
of the FlyBS applied to SRM (towards ESRM) reduces
the transmission power by 6% comparing to the original
positioning proposed for the existing SRM. Another notable
reduction of up to 5% and 10% compared with the
transmission power in ESRM and ESBS, respectively, is
achieved by our proposed solution considering a joint
positioning of the FlyBS, optimal allocation of transmission
power, and optimal user pairing. In total, the proposed solution
reduces the transmission power with respect to the original
state-of-the-art solutions SRM and SBS by 15% and 99.95%,
respectively. In addition, Fig. 4 shows the transmission power
over time for the exhaustive search over the discretized
intervals and also the lower bound calculated analytically
according to (25). The gap between the transmission power
achieved by the proposed CMCP and the exhaustive search
is typically lower than 0.15%, and always below 1%.
Furthermore, the gap between the results from CMCP and
the analytical lower bound is typically lower than 0.2% and

Fig. 5: Duration of communication coverage vs. transmission power
limit for different methods and Nu = 90 and Cmin = 15 Mbps.

always below 1.5%. This small difference demonstrates that
the performance of the (suboptimal) proposed solution is very
close to the optimal solution.

Next, the coverage duration (Tcoverage as defined in
subsection II.B) achieved by the proposed and competitive
schemes is depicted in Fig. 5. The figure shows that
the proposed scheme significantly enhances the duration of
communication coverage with Cmin guaranteed to all users. If
the transmission power of the FlyBS is limited to 1 Watt (i.e.,
PmaxTX = 1 W), the FlyBS guarantees Cmin to all users only
for 104 s, 5 s, 677 s, 306 s, and 575 s, for PPM, SBS, ESBS,
SRM, and ESRM, respectively. As an impact of the proposed
FlyBS’s positioning, the duration of NOMA communication
coverage in ESRM and ESBS is 42% and 7620% higher than
in SRM and SBS, respectively. For pairing (Nmax

cu = 2), the
proposed combined optimal clustering and optimal FlyBS’s
positioning further enhances the coverage duration by 35% and
14% comparing to ESRM and ESBS, respectively. Moreover,
Fig. 5 also shows an impact of the cluster size, as proposed for
CMCP and PPM. The proposed extension of the cluster size
to Nmax

cu = 6 further prolongs the communication coverage
duration of the proposed CMCP by 648%, 96% and 67% with
respect to PPM, ESRM and ESBS, respectively. This superior
performance is a result of the joint optimization of clustering,
power allocation, and positioning of the FlyBS. Note that
the coverage duration for PPM is significantly lower than for
CMCP, ESRM, and ESBS due to the peaks in the transmission
power during the operation (as observed in Fig. 4). Also, the
transmission power reached by SBS rises very quickly and it
becomes in the order of hundreds of watts after few tens of
seconds, since the relative distance between the base station
and the users increases notably due to immobility of the static
base station. Hence, the results for the SBS are not included in
further plots and we illustrate only the results for ESBS which
enhances the SBS with our proposed FlyBS’s positioning.

We also discuss the impact of the cluster size on the
transmission power for the proposed CMCP and PPM in
Fig. 6. According to Fig. 6, the average transmission power
decreases by increasing the maximum number of users
grouped in the cluster (i.e., Nmax

cu ). The decrease is getting



Fig. 6: Average transmission power vs. Nmax
cu for Nu = 30, 60, 90,

and Cmin = 15 Mbps, for CMCP and PPM.

less significant, and the average transmission power saturates
with larger Nmax

cu so that the difference between Nmax
cu = 5

and Nmax
cu = 6 becomes marginal. This saturation is caused by

a stronger interference among users in the same cluster if the
cluster is of a larger size. Furthermore, the proposed CMCP
reduces the transmission power with respect to the PPM by
3%, 6%, and 34% for Nu = 30, Nu = 60, and Nu = 90,
respectively.

Next, we investigate the impact of the number of users
on the FlyBS’s transmission power in Fig. 7. The average
transmission power increases with the number of users Nu,
as a larger Nu results in a less bandwidth available for
each cluster of users. Consequently, a higher transmission
power is required to satisfy the required Cmin for every
user. Our proposed solution reaches the lowest transmission
power disregarding the number of served users. The highest
transmission power is required by the state-of-the-art schemes
SRM and SBS. The transmission power is notably reduced
by 8% and 99.9% (for Nu = 90) by applying our proposed
positioning of the FlyBS on the top of the original SRM
and SBS towards ESRM and ESBS, respectively. Further
significant improvement of 31% and 19% with respect to
ESRM and ESBS, respectively, is achieved by our proposal
considering joint positioning of the FlyBS, optimal allocation
of transmission power, and optimal user clustering (with
Nmax
cu = 2). Thus, the proposed solution reduces the

transmission power with respect to the original state-of-the-art
solutions SRM and SBS by 37% and 99.96%, respectively. In
addition, by an extension of the cluster size to Nmax

cu = 6, the
proposed CMCP reduces the transmission power with respect
to CMCP with Nmax

cu = 2 by 23%. Thus, in total, the proposed
CMCP with Nmax

cu = 6 reduces the transmission power with
respect to SRM and SBS by 47% and 99.97%, respectively.

We show also the FlyBS’s propulsion power consumption in
Fig. 8. The propulsion power for PPM is lower than all other
schemes due to the setting of the propulsion power threshold
(Ppr,th) to the minimum propulsion power. The figure shows
that, for Nu = 30 and Nu = 60, the propulsion power required
by the schemes where the proposed positioning is applied (i.e.,
CMCP, PPM, ESRM, and ESBS) is close to each other (the

Fig. 7: Average transmission power vs. number of users for different
schemes and Cmin = 15 Mbps.

Fig. 8: Average propulsion power consumed by FlyBS vs. number
of users for different schemes and Cmin = 15 Mbps.

difference among those schemes is less than 2.5% with the
confidence interval of 95%). This is due to the fact that the
transmission power is so low for Nu = 30 and Nu = 60 that
the proposed positioning of the FlyBS enhances the coverage
duration via the propulsion power reduction (by reducing
Ppr,th) rather than via the transmission power reduction. As a
result of such strategy, the propulsion power consumption for
CMCP, ESRM, and ESBS becomes similar to PPM.

Next, we investigate the impact of the minimum required
capacity Cmin on the transmission power in Fig. 9. The
transmission power for all approaches increases with Cmin as
expected according to (15). Nevertheless, the sub-optimality
of the user clustering in the existing state-of-the-art solutions
results in a significantly higher rise in the transmission power
comparing to our proposed scheme. According to Fig. 9,
the proposed CMCP (with Nmax

cu = 2) brings up to 47%,
50%, 45%, 100%, and 31% reduction in the transmission
power consumption comparing to PPM, SRM, ESRM, SBS,
and ESBS, respectively. Furthermore, by the extension of
CMCP to the cluster size of Nmax

cu = 6, the transmission
power is reduced by another 41% with respect to CMCP with
Nmax
cu = 2. Moreover, the transmission power for PPM is

also enhanced by 37% via the extension of Nmax
cu = 2 to

Nmax
cu = 6. Overall, the proposed CMCP (with Nmax

cu = 6)
brings up to 38%, 70%, 67%, 100%, and 59% reduction in the



Fig. 9: Average transmission power vs. Cmin for different algorithms
and Nu = 90.

TABLE II: Complexity of the transmission power optimization
represented as the number of math operations required to obtain
results for user pairing (Nmax

cu = 2).

Approach Nu = 30 Nu = 60 Nu = 90

Proposed CMCP 16 31 46
ESRM 30 60 90
Exhaustive search 2×1020 3.1×1049 1.2×1082

transmission power consumption comparing to PPM, SRM,
ESRM, SBS, and ESBS, respectively. It is also noted that, the
proposed solution presents realistic values for the transmission
power in Fig. 9 ([44], [48]).

We also determine the maximum potential Cmin for the
given transmission power PG,TXfixed = 1 W in Fig. 10. For
Nmax
cu = 2, the proposed CMCP increases the maximum

potential Cmin by up to 19%, 13%, 14%, and 16% compared
to PPM (with Nmax

cu = 2), ESBS, ESRM, and SRM,
respectively. Considering also the proposed extension of the
NOMA cluster size to Nmax

cu = 6, the proposed CMCP
improves the maximum potential Cmin by 53%, 46%, 48%,
and 50% compared with PPM (with Nmax

cu = 6), ESBS,
ESRM, and SRM, respectively.

We further show the maximum potential Cmin of the
proposed CMCP for the scenario with multiple FlyBSs in
Fig. 11. We consider the users association based on K-means
[49] and orthogonal resources allocated to the FlyBSs. The
available bandwidth Nu × B is split between the FlyBSs
proportionally to the number of associated users to each
FlyBS. We observe that the maximum potential Cmin
increases with the number of FlyBSs, since the number of
associated users to each FlyBS decreases and, at the same
time, also the average distance between the FlyBSs and the
users decreases. The maximum potential Cmin reached by
single FlyBS is enhanced by 7% and 16% for 2 and 3 FlyBSs,
respectively, for both for Nmax

cu = 2 as well as Nmax
cu = 6.

Such an increase in the maximum potential Cmin confirms
that an infeasible guarantee of Cmin for single FlyBS in (8)
can become feasible for a higher number of adopted FlyBSs.

Last, we also compare the complexity of the proposed and
state-of-the-art solutions for user pairing in Table II. For each

Fig. 10: Maximum potential Cmin with a fixed transmission power
consumption of PG,TX

fixed = 1 W.

Fig. 11: Maximum potential Cmin for the proposed CMCP for
Nu =30, 60, 90 for 1, 2, and 3 FlyBSs.

value of Nu the comparison between different algorithms is
done under the same number of clusters. The complexity
is defined as the number of calculations (math operations)
performed by each solution. The complexity of the proposed
CMCP can be calculated as explained in Subsection III.D, and
the computational complexity of ESRM is linear with respect
to Nu. The results are shown for Nmax

cu = 2, since ESRM is
designed for Nmax

cu = 2, and its extension to Nmax
cu > 2 is not

straightforward. Note that we do not include the complexity
of SRM, SBS, or ESBS, as the complexity of these are not
easy to calculate. The reason is that the SRM solution is
based on bisection search [18], and its complexity is even
higher than for ESRM. In SBS and ESBS, the power allocation
and clustering are derived using convex optimization [30] for
which the complexity cannot be easily determined. Table II
confirms that the proposed scheme reduces the complexity
significantly with respect to the exhaustive search (1.26×1019

times, 1048 times, and 2.7×1080 times for Nu = 30, Nu = 60,
and Nu = 90, respectively), and it is even lower than the
complexity of ESRM.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the problem of joint
optimization of user clustering, transmission power allocation,
and FlyBS’s positioning in future mobile networks based on



NOMA. We formulate the transmission power optimization
problem in terms of the clustering of users for NOMA
purposes, and the positioning of the FlyBS over time as
the users move. Then, we provide a solution to find the
optimum clustering of users, and the FlyBS’s positions that
yield the minimum transmission power while guaranteeing
a minimum required capacity for all users. This allows a
significant increase in the NOMA communication coverage
duration for the FlyBS. We show that the proposed solution
extends the FlyBS’s coverage duration by tens of percent.

In the future work, the scenario with multiple FlyBS should
be studied. This scenario implies another dimension of the
problem related to the user association to individual FlyBSs
as well as a management of interference from the FlyBSs
[49], [50]. Furthermore, the problem of optimal bandwidth
allocation should be considered.

APPENDIX A
PROOF TO THEOREM 1

Proof. We prove Theorem 1 using mathematical contradiction
as follow: Let Ncl,i denote the number of clusters of a
size i. Also, let clj1 , ..., cljNcl,Nmaxcu

be the clusters of a size

Nmax
cu . Suppose that {xGopt1,clj1

, x
Gopt
1,clj2

, . . . , x
Gopt
1,cljNcl,Nmaxcu

} =

{xi1 , ..., xiNcl,Nmaxcu

} with xi1 < ... < xiNcl,Nmaxcu

. Then, by
contradiction, we assume that the users in {xi1 , ..., xiNcl,Nmaxcu

}
are not consecutive in Xsorted, and there exists xj such that
xi1 < xj < xiNcl,Nmaxcu

and xj /∈ {xi1 , ..., xiNcl,Nmaxcu

}. Also,
we assume that, for Gopt, xj is the s-th user in some cluster
(s > 1). Let G1 denote the clustering function that is obtained
by swapping xi1 and xj in Gopt. Similarly, G2 denotes the
clustering obtained by swapping xiNcl,Nmaxcu

and xj in Gopt.
From the optimality of Gopt it is inferred that:

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, Gopt)|(XGoptcto ,Y
Gopt
cto )

−

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G1)|
(X

Gopt
cto ,Y

Gopt
cto )

< 0, (27)

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, Gopt)|(XGoptcto ,Y
Gopt
cto )

−

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G2)|
(X

Gopt
cto ,Y

Gopt
cto )

< 0.

Now, we rewrite the left-hand side terms in (27) by means
of the system parameters as follow:

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, Gopt)|(XGoptcto ,Y
Gopt
cto )

− (28)

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G1)|
(X

Gopt
cto ,Y

Gopt
cto )

=

γminQσ
2
(
(1 + γmin)N

max
cu −1 − (1 + γmin)N

max
cu −s)(di1α − djα),

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, Gopt)|(XGoptcto ,Y
Gopt
cto )

−

PTX(X,Y,H, tk, G2)|
(X

Gopt
cto ,Y

Gopt
cto )

=

γminQσ
2
(
(1 + γmin)N

max
cu −1 − (1 + γmin)N

max
cu −s)(dαiNcl,Nmaxcu

− djα)

From the first inequality in (27) and the first equality in
(28) it is included that (di1 − dj) < 0. Similarly, from the
second inequality in (27) and the second equality in (28)
it is concluded that (diNcl,Nmaxcu

− dj) < 0. However, the

inequalities (di1 − dj) < 0 and (diNcl,Nmaxcu

− dj) < 0 cannot
hold at the same time given the assumption that xi1 < xj <
xiNcl,Nmaxcu

due to following reasons. First, in a movement on
a road in the direction of the x-axis, the range of x-coordinates
of the users is much larger than the range of y-coordinates.
Thus, from (di1 − dj) < 0 it is concluded that Xcto <
(xi1+xj)

2 . Similarly, from (diNcl −dj) < 0 it is concluded that

Xcto >
(xiNcl,Nmaxcu

+xj)

2 . By incorporating the two derived

inequalities Xcto <
(xi1+xj)

2 and Xcto >
(xiNcl,Nmaxcu

+xj)

2 we
get xi1 > xiNcl,Nmaxcu

, which contradicts the assumption of
xi1 < xiNcl,Nmaxcu

. Hence, the initial assumption that the users

in {xGopt1,clj1
, x
Gopt
1,clj2

, . . . , x
Gopt
1,cljNcl,Nmaxcu

} are not consecutive

is incorrect. Therefore, {xi1 , ..., xiNcl,Nmaxcu

} consists of the
consecutive users in Xsorted. By a similar procedure as above,
we verify that the second users of the clusters of a size
Nmax
cu and the first users of the clusters of a size Nmax

cu − 1
should be consecutive values in Xsorted after eliminating
{xGopt1,clj1

, x
Gopt
1,clj2

, . . . , x
Gopt
1,cljNcl,Nmaxcu

}, and so on so forth for the

next users of all clusters. This completes the proof to Theorem
1.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2

Proof. To determine the discretization error in the exhaustive
search we use the first-derivative Taylor approximation with
respect to axFlyBS and ayF lyBS . Then, the approximation error
(denoted by ζ) is expressed in terms of the second derivatives,
i.e.,

ζ = (axFlyBS − ϕ)2
∂2PTX

∂axFlyBS
2 |(X(ϕ+),Y (τ+))+ (29)

(ayF lyBS − τ)2
∂2PTX

∂ayF lyBS
2 |(X(ϕ+),Y (τ+))+

2(axFlyBS − ϕ)(ayF lyBS − τ)
∂2PTX

∂axFlyBS∂a
y
F lyBS

|(X(ϕ+),Y (τ+))

where ϕ+ and τ+ are (unknown) values satisfying ϕ+ ∈
[ϕ,ϕ+ξ] and τ+ ∈ [τ, τ+ξ]. Using the triangle inequality, and
by the fact that 0 ≤ axFlyBS−ϕ ≤ ξ and 0 ≤ ayF lyBS− τ ≤ ξ
for axFlyBS ∈ [ϕ,ϕ+ ξ] and ayF lyBS ∈ [τ, τ + ξ], the error is
upper bounded by:

|ζ| ≤ ξ2|Mxx|+ 2ξ2|Mxy|+ ξ2|Myy| =
ξ2(|Mxx|+ 2|Mxy|+ |Myy|), (30)
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